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The burden of noninteroperability between on-line genomic resources is increasingly the rate-limiting step in large-scale
genomic analysis. BioMOBY is a biological Web Service interoperability initiative that began as a retreat of representatives from
the model organism database community in September, 2001. Its long-term goal is to provide a simple, extensible platform
through which the myriad of on-line biological databases and analytical tools can offer their information and analytical
services in a fully automated and interoperable way. Of the two branches of the larger BioMOBY project, the Web Services
branch (MOBY-S) has now been deployed over several dozen data sources worldwide, revealing some significant observations
about the nature of the integrative biology problem; in particular, that Web Service interoperability in the domain of
bioinformatics is, unexpectedly, largely a syntactic rather than a semantic problem. That is to say, interoperability between
bioinformatics Web Services can be largely achieved simply by specifying the data structures being passed between the
services (syntax) even without rich specification of what those data structures mean (semantics). Thus, one barrier of the
integrative problem has been overcome with a surprisingly simple solution. Here, we present a nontechnical overview of the
critical components that give rise to the interoperable behaviors seen in MOBY-S and discuss an exemplar case, the PlaNet
consortium, where MOBY-S has been deployed to integrate the on-line plant genome databases and analytical services
provided by a European consortium of databases and data service providers.

The evolution of data representation and analytical
service provision in biology has been largely autono-
mous and ad hoc, resulting in the proliferation of an
absurd number of standards for data formats and
thousands of independently derived data analysis
interfaces. Stein describes the current state of bioin-
formatics as ‘‘city-states.rival groups, each promot-
ing its own Web sites, services, and data formats’’
(Stein, 2002). For example, there are at least 20 different
formats for representing DNA sequences (http://
www.hgmp.mrc.ac.uk/Software/EMBOSS/Themes/
SequenceFormats.html). The complexity of navigating
these data retrieval and analysis networks is a bottle-
neck for bioinformaticians, and a near-insurmountable
barrier to bench scientists who often have no pro-
gramming skills. Thus, integration of bioinformatics
data and tools is vital, but difficult (Chicurel, 2002),
and has only begun to be addressed in any compre-
hensive way in the past few years.

Most bioinformatics data and tools are available
through the Web. Accessing the Web requires no knowl-
edge of specific query languages, but rather research-
ers find their data of interest through query by
navigation (Karp, 1995), as they move from site to
site, interacting with different interfaces to extract each
different type of data. Increasingly, however, these
Web interfaces are becoming the rate-limiting step
for biological and/or bioinformatics analyses. Postge-
nomics experiments require access to dozens of data
types for tens of thousands of data points simulta-
neously. This cannot be achieved with common Web-
based tools; such analyses require programmatic
access to Web interfaces such that large quantities of
data can be pipelined from one interface to the next.
Unfortunately, where they exist at all, most bioin-
formatic pipelines employ fragile screen-scraping
methodologies to locate and extract data out of
human-readable Web pages. Such pipelines are diffi-
cult to create, task specific, high maintenance, and
error prone. Thus, the limitations of existing Web-
based genomics and bioinformatics resources can be
summarized as follows (discussed in more detail
in Gribskov, 2003; Stein, 2003; Hernandez and
Kambhampati, 2004; Schoof et al., 2004). The distributed
nature of on-line data necessitates the manual collec-
tion and warehousing of this data to execute complex
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queries and analyses. Heterogeneous data formats
make data download and warehousing a tremendous
effort. Knowledge about what data exists at each re-
source must be gained by personal experience. Hetero-
geneous Web output is difficult for humans to interpret
and compare rapidly, and even more difficult for
machines to accurately parse to extract data of interest.
Web pages often contain information only about single
data-points, and Web interfaces generally cannot oper-
ate on bulk data. The degree of integration on the Web is
limited by the knowledge and time/resource invest-
ment of individual data providers, rather than the
inherent properties of the data itself, and this is subject
to budgetary constraints. The lack of interoperability
between Web-based resources requires the discovery of
related information through manual copy-edit-paste
into the search interfaces of each Web resource. The lack
of common vocabularies or term definitions for most
data types prevent data arising from disparate sites
from being immediately comparable.

Web Services provide a more robust, program-
matic interface for Web-based tools that avoids screen-
scraping (Stein, 2002) and are increasingly being used
in biology and bioinformatics to automate execution of
services. The Web Service paradigm involves defining
the inputs and outputs of a service in terms of
Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) primitives such
as ‘‘string’’ and ‘‘integer’’ and then registering the
existence of the service in a centralized searchable
registry. While this aids in making the interfaces ma-
chine readable, it does not deal with the significant
problem of data typing; paradigmatic Web Service
interfaces could neither distinguish between a se-
quence in FASTA format or in EMBL format (they
are both strings), nor even distinguish between a DNA
sequence and a journal abstract. As such, they have
failed to make a notable impact on the interoperability
problem in the realm of bioinformatics.

THE SOLUTIONS

Four widely recognized interoperability architec-
tures have been attempted: BioMOBY including both
MOBY services (MOBY-S; Wilkinson and Links, 2002;
Wilkinson et al., 2003, 2004; Lord et al., 2004) and
Semantic MOBY (S-MOBY; Wilkinson et al., 2003; Lord
et al., 2004) branches, myGrid (Goble et al., 2003;
Stevens et al., 2003), and caBIO (http://ncicb.nci.
nih.gov/core/caBIO). All four are based on Web or
Web Services technologies and use an additional
specification to describe the semantics of their data
operations. MOBY-S uses a set of simple, end-user-
extensible ontologies as its framework to describe data
semantics, data structure, and classes of analytical
service. These ontologies are shared through a novel
Web Service registry system, MOBY Central, which
uses the ontologies to semantically bind incoming
service requests to service providers capable of exe-
cuting them. S-MOBY stylistically resembles the Rep-

resentational State Transfer architecture (Fielding,
2000) and utilizes Semantic Web technology to de-
scribe data semantics and structure. Services are
registered using a novel semantic registry. myGrid sup-
ports many types of Web Services, including MOBY-S,
but does not formalize any particular data semantics
nor structure. myGrid ontologies (Stevens et al., 2003)
describe the tasks that a service provider may per-
form on incoming data and/or the resources the
service provider uses to perform these tasks. These
are supported by a registry, underpinned by UDDI
(http://uddi.org), but with a similar functionality to
that of MOBY Central. caBIO relies on ontologies from
the caCORE project from the National Cancer Institute
of America. It defines both data structures and seman-
tics through the provision of a programmatic interface
(API) that is enacted through Web Services, and these
are discoverable through a UDDI-based registry.

caBIO differs significantly from the other three proj-
ects in that its API is object-oriented; the data, and
programmatic methods that can be called on that
data, are encapsulated into the same ‘‘object.’’ Con-
versely, MOBY-S, S-MOBY, and myGrid focus primarily
on passing lightweight data-only messages from ser-
vice to service, without defining the operations that can
be invoked on any given data object (Wilkinson and
Links, 2002; Stevens et al., 2004). Though the caBIO
approach gives more programmatic power, focusing on
a data-only messaging system seems to be more flexible
and requires less centralized maintenance. The two
approaches, however, are largely complementary.

S-MOBY is currently at an early prototype stage of
development; however, it is already showing great
promise as an exceptionally rich yet flexible paradigm
for Web Service discovery and invocation. However,
since it has not yet been widely deployed nor tested,
it will not be discussed further here.

MOBY-S and myGrid have both adopted a more
traditional Web Service paradigm. This architecture
relies on a registry (yellow pages) to store interface
definitions, and a brokering API to mediate the dis-
covery of registered services. In MOBY-S, this broker-
ing function is carried out by the MOBY Central
interface, while in myGrid the ‘‘Feta’’ interface fulfills
this role (Lord et al., 2004). Both myGrid and MOBY-S
employ ontologies in their brokering systems to as-
sist in the discovery process by formalizing the way
service inputs, outputs, and operations are described.
This enhances the power and accuracy of searches
done on the underlying registry. MOBY Central and
Feta are sufficiently similar in their functionalities that
an initiative is now under way to merge these into
a single unified Web Service discovery engine for bio-
informatics. This merger will dramatically increase the
power available to bench scientists to pursue large-
scale data mining and exploration with relatively little
specialized training or computational infrastructure.

Gribskov stated four challenges for biological
databases: integration, interoperation and federa-
tion; ontologies and defined semantics; community
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annotation; and integration of analysis tools (Gribskov,
2003). Achieving all of these goals is difficult for
any single database or project in isolation; however,
several European plant genomics database providers
recently initiated a collaboration to form the PlaNet
project (http://www.eu-plant-genome.net) to address
these issues (Schoof et al., 2004). PlaNet has chosen the
MOBY-S architecture as the basis for its interoperabil-
ity layer, and the implementation and consequences of
this decision are described here.

THEORY: THE MOBY-S
INTEROPERABILITY ARCHITECTURE

MOBY-S Architecture Overview

BioMOBY is an open source ontology-based bioin-
formatics interoperability research project established
in late 2001. The MOBY-S branch of this project is
currently being implemented by more than 70 service
providers worldwide with a membership exceeding
140 individuals, most of whom do not explicitly co-
ordinate their data sharing activities. (There are a vari-
ety of ways to explore the contents of the MOBY Central
registry. Several of these are available at http://
biomoby.org/toolstoys.html.) Rather, these data and
analysis hosts simply adopt the simple, extensible
standards for data representation required by the
MOBY-S platform, and interoperability is achieved
therein.

The target audience for MOBY-S is the amateur bio-
informatician supporting a small- to mid-scale biolog-
ical database or analytical service. Although MOBY-S
is likely to be useful to large-scale projects also, the aim
of making the technology simple enough for individ-
uals or groups with limited bioinformatics experience
and resources was a key requirement throughout
the development process. As such, implementing the
MOBY-S system as a service provider requires only
limited programming skills and is supported by Perl,
Java, or Python codebases available from the open-
source BioMOBY code repository. MOBY-S data can be
accessed by biologists entirely by mouse clicks with
no need for additional programming.

The MOBY-S registration, discovery, and execution
process is described in Figure 1. The registry stores
service interface descriptions as provided by indepen-
dent service providers (Fig. 1A); the MOBY Central
brokering API accepts queries from data consumers
(Fig. 1B) and in return provides them with the in-
terface definition of appropriate services in the re-
gistry. The interface definition documents are fully
machine readable, allowing the discovered service(s)
to be invoked automatically (Fig. 1C) with singular or
bulk input data.

MOBY-S differs from all other Web Service systems
in one significant way: MOBY-S defines all valid data
types in an ontology. This has both positive and
negative consequences. It simplifies the problem of
interoperability by limiting the possible range of inter-

faces that can exist; however, this comes at the expense
of flexibility, since service providers cannot create
arbitrary interfaces at will (as they commonly do
with Web pages). Nevertheless, the system has been
successfully deployed by one large international con-
sortium, PlaNet, and in light of that success is cur-
rently being deployed by several additional national

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the participants, the architec-
ture, and the messaging processes in the MOBY-S Web Service
brokering system. A, First, service providers (s) each register themselves
in a centralized registry (b) indicating their input, output, and the type
of data service they provide. B, Data consumers (c) then query the
registry looking for service providers capable of executing the desired
data retrieval or transformation service, the registry responds by
providing a machine-readable description of the service interface. C,
The data consumer is now able to automate the execution of the desired
service to acquire the output data.
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and multinational consortia, suggesting that these
limitations are less significant to the data hosts than
the power gained through interoperability.

Interoperability is achieved by making the MOBY
Central service broker aware of the data-type ontology,
enabling it to map incoming data onto services capable
of consuming that data by ontologically reasoning
over both the data-type and service definitions. Thus,
data ‘‘surfs’’ from one service to the next, requiring
neither explicit coordination between service provid-
ers nor any human intervention to reformat the ser-
vice request. This Semantic Web on-the-fly behavior is
unique to MOBY-S. Moreover, MOBY-S is capable of
discovering and executing, unattended, a pathway
through multiple independent Web Services that will
derive a desired output data type from a starting input
data type (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/collab/mygrid/
service2/jmoby/graphs). This astonishing power has
never been possible with any previous Web Service
or semantically based bioinformatics system and her-
alds a new generation of bioinformatics data retrieval
and analysis applications aimed directly at the bi-
ologist, capable of enabling bench scientists to execute
complex and previously programmatically elaborate
analytical workflows with just a few mouse clicks.

During the month of July, 2004 the public MOBY
Central server responded to more than 100,000 service
queries from 1,067 distinct sites around the world.
A variety of third-party on-line tools have been built
with embedded MOBY-S technology, including
BioTrawler (http://llama.med.harvard.edu/cgi/
BioTrawler), Gbrowse (http://www.gmod.org/ggb/
index.shtml), and DragonDB (http://www.antirrhinum.
net). In addition, support for MOBY-S data discovery
has been incorporated into widely used standalone
data retrieval and analysis systems, including
Taverna (http://taverna.sourceforge.net/main.html)
and BlueJay (http://bluejay.ucalgary.ca).

MOBY-S Data Syntax and Semantics

At the core of MOBY-S data structures is the MOBY
Triple. The three components of the triple are: Name-
space, the domain in which a data entity resides;
Identifier, the specific data entity within that domain;
and Class, the way a data entity will be represented. To
explain how these components are used, we might
consider an example using the PISTILLATA (PI) locus
of Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) as described by
the Arabidopsis Genome Initiative (AGI).

The AGI locus Identifier for PI is At5g20240. The
Namespace within which this Identifier is to be inter-
preted is designated AGI_LocusCode in the MOBY-S
system (namespaces in BioMOBY are borrowed from
the Gene Ontology Cross Reference Abbreviations List,
and a complete list is available for download or brows-
ing http://mobycentral.cbr.nrc.ca/cgi-bin/XrefAbbs).
Thus, the Namespace and Identifier, together, are suf-
ficient to uniquely refer to any data entity in any
database, even if the identifier itself is nonunique

over multiple databases. The Namespace also provides
some indication of what the identifier means (its
semantics). In this case, the AGI_LocusCode Name-
space indicates that the Identifier should be interpreted
as a locus from the AGI, and the Identifier At5g20240
describes which locus, PI, is being described. The third
component of the triple, the Class, is an indication of
which properties of that data entity are going to be
described in the data object. If the nucleotide sequence
of PI were of interest, the Class DNASequence would be
appropriate. The resulting triple is shown in Figure 2A.
Identifiers should follow the formatting rules, includ-
ing case sensitivity, indicated by the assigning Name-
space authority, and similarly service providers may
reject identifiers that are improperly formatted.

The Class portion of the triple has an important
additional role. Valid classes are defined in the MOBY
object ontology (Fig. 3). The object ontology defines the
constitution and, thereby, the syntax or data format
for representation of each data-type. In this example,
DNASequence is a node in the object ontology in
which the data class has an integer component repre-
senting the length (inherited from VirtualSequence)
and a string component representing the sequence.
Represented as XML, the DNASequence object corre-
sponding to PI is shown in Figure 2B. The same entity
could also be represented as a FASTA object, which
corresponds to a node in the object ontology that
inherits from text formatted. The XML schema of this
node can be derived from the object ontology and the
XML representation would be as shown in Figure 2C.

An issue that often arises in biology is that of non-
unique identifiers. Although from an informatics per-
spective an identifier must, by definition, be unique,
many of the entities commonly used as identifiers
in biology are nonunique. Gene names are a perfect
example of this. For example, in Arabidopsis, there
are three unrelated genes named ADK1. These have
been assigned the AGI locus codes At1g03930,
At1g09820, and At5g63400, and, therefore, each of these

Figure 2. A, The MOBY Triple representing a DNASequence object
containing the AGI Locus At5g20240. B, The XML serialization of the
same object, derived from an interpretation of the object ontology (Fig.
3). C, The same data entity now represented as a FASTA object, as
defined by the object ontology (Fig. 3).
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genes has a true unique identifier that would be the
preferred means of referencing the locus in a MOBY
context. Nevertheless, it would be unreasonable if
a system designed to aid biologists was incapable of
communicating about biological entities using their
natural terminologies. As such, there is no strict limi-
tation on MOBY namespaces and identifiers to be
unique identifiers, and certain namespaces such as
Global_Keyword and DragonDB_LocusName are as-
sumed to have the potential for identifying multiple
entities. Service providers who consume these types of
identifiers as input are free to return multiple responses
as appropriate. It should be noted, however, that a pro-
liferation of such nonunique identifiers is highly de-
structive to the ability to automate analytical pipelines,
and thus, true unique identifiers should be created by
data hosts and used by biologists whenever possible.

Knowledge of the valid namespaces, both in their
format and their meaning, might pose a barrier to the
initial use of MOBY-S by biologists, particularly as the
number of namespaces grows (currently MOBY-S has
162 registered namespaces; http://mobycentral.cbr.
nrc.ca/cgi-bin/types/Namespaces). This problem is
being addressed by the ongoing creation of a variety of
search and exploration tools for the namespace ontol-
ogy, but since the concept of a namespace itself is quite
foreign to our target audience this barrier remains a
significant one for new users of the MOBY-S system.
It is likely that most namespaces within biologists’
immediate domain of interest are already tacitly or
explicitly known to them (for example, most Arabi-
dopsis researchers are likely already aware of the
existence of AGI locus codes) and since it is only the
initial approach to the MOBY-S system that requires
human interaction, subsequent service invocations
being orchestrated by machines, there will seldom be
a requirement for biologists to have intimate knowl-
edge of a broad range of namespaces beyond those

that are already familiar to them. As such, it seems
likely that the combination of user-friendly interfaces
and exploration tools currently under construction
will suffice to assist new users in their early usage of
the MOBY-S system.

Two notable observations should be made from
these examples. The first is that the syntax and the
semantics are kept separate in MOBY data; that is, the
essence of a data entity is independent of the way it is
represented. This allows the MOBY system to repre-
sent the same data in a variety of ways, and this is
a critical behavior given the necessity of moving data
from one service provider to another where the
different services consume/produce different data
formats. The second is that the precise syntax of a
data type is defined by an ontology; in fact, the MOBY
object ontology itself is a novel XML schema defini-
tion. The XML representation of any class in the on-
tology can be determined solely from its position
within the ontology. Thus, it is possible for end-users
to define their own data types simply by registering
new ontology nodes, without having to understand
the XML Schema Definition language (XSD). This was
a critical requirement for a system that is intended to
be used by amateur bioinformaticians, since XSD
documents are nontrivial to construct.

The object ontology is key to MOBY-S’ interopera-
bility behavior, and its simplicity has resulted in
a proliferation of new object definitions by MOBY-S
service providers. The object ontology allows service
providers to define their Web Service inputs and
outputs in simple terms, often simply by naming the
appropriate ontological nodes. This enables the dis-
covery of services based on their inputs/outputs as
defined in these simple terms; yet the terms resolve to
machine readable specifications of the precise struc-
ture of the service interface such that the process of
invoking the service can be fully automated.

Finally, it is interesting to note that the object on-
tology arose from a community-driven effort. Only the
first dozen data types were created in a centralized way
by the core BioMOBY development team. It was then
released to the community with an open, public API for
registration of new data types, as required by service
providers. The object ontology now consists of 113 data
types (as of February, 2005; http://mobycentral.cbr.
nrc.ca/cgi-bin/types/Objects), spanning sequence-
related objects such as FASTA, nucleotide and amino
acid sequences, images, SNP and haplotype data,
germplasm data, legacy flat-file formats such as Blast
and GenBank, and even novel extensions of legacy file
formats such as annotated images. As new service
providers plug in to the MOBY-S network, they add
new data types to the ontology that eventually benefit
all users by enhancing the scope of data available via
the MOBY-S system, as well as reducing the barrier of
entry to the system by expanding its native scope. This
community-led ontology development path, originally
arising out of financial necessity, was by far the most
risky aspect of the BioMOBY project since, unlike the

Figure 3. A small portion of the MOBY-S object ontology. The ontology
has object classes at the nodes, and these are connected by two types of
edges representing subclass (‘‘ISA’’; solid arrows) and container rela-
tionships (dashed arrows). The graph above would be interpreted using
the following statements: ‘‘A string is a type of object. An integer is
a type of object. A virtual sequence is a type of object that also contains
an integer. A DNA sequence is a type of virtual sequence that also
contains a string. Formatted text is a type of string. FASTA is a type of
formatted text.’’ The full object ontology can be obtained as an RDF-XML
document from http://biomoby.org/RESOURCES/MOBY-S/Objects.
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World Wide Web itself, the object ontology mandates
a certain degree of logic in its structure and would not
tolerate widespread nonsensical registrations (though
a certain number of these do exist and are removed by
manual curation from time to time).

The MOBY approach to ontology creation is even
more open than the notably successful Gene Ontology
(GO) project, where new ontology terms are first
passed through a curatorial process before being al-
lowed into the production ontology. Nevertheless, the
success of the MOBY-S object ontology shows that
resources, even at this level of complexity, can be cre-
ated through distributed, noncoordinated, and mini-
mally curated community efforts. It is likely that this
success springs from the same root cause as was
proposed for GO; that is, the existence of an intelligent
and self-interested user base (Lewis, 2004). The need
for an interoperability system like MOBY-S was (and
is) dire, and it is in the interests of all involved parties
to use MOBY-S in the way it was intended. As such,
there is no incentive to register useless data types, and
strong incentive (and reward) for maximizing inter-
operability by registering well-conceived, widely ap-
plicable data types.

MOBY-S Service Types

In MOBY-S, service providers consume ontologi-
cally defined data types, manipulate them in some
way, and then return ontologically defined data types.
The valid types of manipulation that can be executed
by MOBY services are defined in the service ontology.
The service ontology is a simple hierarchy with several
roots including parsing, analysis, retrieval, and regis-
tration. It defines all possible operations that might be
executed on incoming data and, like the object ontol-
ogy, may be extended by new service providers to
include new types of analyses.

The most appropriate service ontology term is
selected by the service provider when they register
their service in MOBY Central. The service ontology
can be similarly used during service queries, where
the client either asks for specific types of service
operation or may select more shallow ontology nodes
(i.e. more abstract types of service operations) in order
to discover a broader range of service providers. For
example, rather than specifying ‘‘Blast’’, ‘‘Fasta’’, or
‘‘Smith-Waterman’’, the service ontology term ‘‘Align-
ment’’ might be chosen in a service query to discover
all service providers that execute any type of sequence
alignment algorithm.

MOBY Central

The final component of the MOBY-S system is the
registry itself. MOBY Central does not store any bi-
ological data, but is capable of exploring the ontology
of biological objects and service types to more richly
respond to requests for service discovery. MOBY
Central’s interface can respond to a variety of common

queries such as request for service discovery by input
data type, output data type, or the type of analysis the
biologist wishes to execute (i.e. ‘‘What can I do with
this data?’’; ‘‘Who can give me this data?’’; or ‘‘Who
can provide this analytical service to me?’’).

Service providers register a simple description of
their service interface, input data type, output data
type, and service type, in MOBY Central, and are
returned a formal service signature document that will
be used by MOBY Central to poll the service in the
future. Similar to traditional Web search engines,
MOBY Central regularly retrieves these service sig-
natures back from individual service providers and
compares them to the information in the registry.
Updating service registration therefore can be accom-
plished by editing the service signature file on the
service provider’s local server and then either prompt-
ing MOBY Central to repoll the service immediately
or passively allowing MOBY Central to discover the
changes on its next update cycle. Similarly, removing
a service from the registry can be accomplished by
deleting the service signature file. While this does not
entirely solve the problem of dead services, a problem
that has not been solved by any Web technology, it
does at least necessitate that the service providers Web
server is active to respond to the MOBY Central poll,
and thus truly dead services will be automatically
removed from the registry after a short time.

What MOBY-S Is Not

Though its functionality often makes MOBY-S ap-
pear to be a distributed query system, it is not. In
particular, it lacks the ability to (natively) support
Boolean queries such as NOT, OR, and AND, and this
is often pointed out as a weakness of the MOBY-S
platform versus warehoused or tightly coupled feder-
ated databases, where arbitrary, rich queries can be exe-
cuted using a query language such as SQL. MOBY-S
addresses a different problem; it attempts to provide
a mechanism for data and analysis integration, a task
that is regularly undertaken (in a limited way) by the
providers of a data warehouse or federated database.
However, instead of having to transform all data to the
common warehouse schema before any query can be
executed, MOBY-S provides a framework where in-
tegration can happen on-the-fly, allowing a user to tap
into the most recent data from a number of different
databases and combining it in novel ways that could
not have been foreseen by a warehoused system.
MOBY-S interoperability is limited only by the altru-
ism of its many service providers and therefore can
federate a much wider range of data with less central-
ized effort. Unfortunately, MOBY-S currently lacks
a versatile query tool that allows rich queries to be
executed on the federated data, such as ‘‘Retrieve the
phenotypic images of all mutations in genes with GO
annotations of ‘apoptosis’ and ‘cell membrane’’’; how-
ever, such tools are actively being developed. Never-
theless, certain Boolean operations can be achieved in
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MOBY-S in a manner similar to that in AceDB (Durbin
and Thierry Mieg, 1991), where independently de-
rived keysets are available for set-operations such as
union and intersection. Union and intersection are two
terms found in the MOBY-S service ontology, and
services have been created specifically for the purpose
of executing AND and OR Boolean functions on sets of
outputs from disparate service providers. Similar op-
erations, and many more complex processors and
filters, are available within Taverna (see below).
Thus, MOBY-S, while not implementing a rich distrib-
uted query system at this time, is not as limited as
proponents of federated databases might suggest.

There is neither explicit requirement for, nor sup-
port for, wildcard matching by MOBY-S service pro-
viders. For example, a service provider is not required
to support incoming requests for data of the form
‘‘AGI_LocusCode:At5g202*’’. There has been limited
discussion among the BioMOBY development com-
munity as to whether wildcard support should be de-
scribed as part of the service signature, but to date no
action has been taken. This is probably due to the fact
that wildcard support is primarily designed for
human-readable interfaces, while MOBY-S is primar-
ily designed to be machine-readable and executable;
i.e. from the perspective of the machine, it is as
straightforward, more consistent, and more accurate,
to pass lists of identifiers rather than a single identifier
with a wildcard. Nevertheless, it is certainly not in-
valid to construct query invocations using wildcards,
and individual service providers may or may not
chose to support these types of queries. At this time,
however, this information is not explicitly captured as
part of the service registration and therefore could not
automatically be detected and invoked as part of an
automated analytical pipeline.

Similarly, MOBY-S is not a quality control system.
The accuracy and quality of data is, as with all Web
interfaces, the responsibility of the data host. This is,
however, a particularly strong concern in the context
of an automatable system such as MOBY-S where
a biologist becomes several steps removed from the
process of data retrieval and analysis. While MOBY-S
cannot guarantee data accuracy, it does provide a
means for limiting the choice of discovered service
providers either by their domain name (e.g. mips.
gsf.de) or by the service provider’s claim to be
‘‘canonical’’ for the data or service offered. As such,
it remains within the power of the biologist to select
data and service providers that they prefer or trust,
and they are encouraged to do so.

PRACTICE: FEDERATING THE PLANET
DATABASES USING MOBY-S

The PlaNet consortium includes Arabidopsis stock,
genome, and research databases in Germany, Belgium,
England, France, Spain, and The Netherlands. All
PlaNet partners are currently being made interopera-
ble through a MOBY-S infrastructure. When new data

or analysis services arise at any of the individual
participating centers, they simply register the exis-
tence of this service with the MOBY Central installa-
tion hosted at the Munich Information Centre for
Protein Sequences (MIPS; http://mips.gsf.de) and it
immediately becomes available to all other partner
centers and software tools, with no further coordina-
tion or reprogramming required.

Thus, the bioinformatics nation proposed by Stein is
starting to be realized through the MOBY-S project. We
will discuss here what we have discovered about the
nature of the bioinformatics interoperability problem
in practice, the aspects of the MOBY-S solution that
make it unique and successful for our task, and what
challenges remain to achieve the final goal of a fully
integrated domain of biological knowledge.

PlaNet: Aims and Architecture

PlaNet is a distributed effort among bioinformatics
groups and plant molecular biologists to establish a
comprehensive integrated database in a collaborative
network. This approach diminishes the strain on lim-
ited individual resources through distribution of the
curatorial burden, while at the same time maximizing
the value of the independent data collections. It also
creates a nucleus for other European and international
groups and consortia to join and utilize the network.

Overall objectives of PlaNet are to: capture genomic
information into a comprehensive platform; establish
a network of dynamically interconnected European
plant databases; develop new methods for data ex-
change, database integration and access; provide high
quality integrated data resources for research; ensure
high availability of data generated by European labo-
ratories and plant research consortia (data platform);
incorporate expert knowledge and regional networks;
focus direct contribution by regional plant research
communities (expert annotation system); perform sys-
tematic classification of plant genes and regulators;
and develop standards for data representation and
nomenclature.

PlaNet aims to provide a comprehensive plant
genomics data platform allowing access to integrated
data from distributed sources. One approach toward
data integration is warehousing, but this has severe
drawbacks (Stein, 2003). All data must be unified in
a common database schema, and all data regularly
transformed and imported. However, as our knowl-
edge increases, database schemas evolve to accommo-
date new data types or biological relationships, and it
is extremely hard to incorporate all these changes into
the warehouse. A federated database allows the in-
dividual databases to continually work on their data
representation, as long as they keep standardized in-
terfaces intact that at least allow part of their data to be
integrated.

The overall structure of the PlaNet federated data-
base is shown in Figure 4. The data layer consists of the
specialized partner databases: MAtDB (http://mips.
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gsf.de/proj/thal/db/), NASC stock catalogue (http://
arabidopsis.info/), NASC arrays (http://affymetrix.
arabidopsis.info/narrays/experimentbrowse.pl),
AtIDB (http://atidb.org/cgi-perl/index), PlantCare
(http://intra.psb.ugent.be:8080/PlantCARE/),
WAtDB (http://www.watdb.nl/), rRNA-DB (http://
www.psb.ugent.be/rRNA/), FlagDB (http://flagdb-
genoplante-info.infobiogen.fr/), and public databases
like the EMBL sequence database integrated through
one of the partners. A common connectivity layer
standardizes access to data and allows clients (e.g.
Web interfaces or analysis tools) to access all data
through this common layer. BioMOBY was selected for
the implementation of the connectivity layer. Though
all PlaNet MOBY-S Web Services are accessible
through the public Gbrowse_moby Web-based user
interface (Wilkinson, 2003) distributed with the
Gbrowse software package (Stein et al., 2002),
PlaNet-specific clients, like the AGI locus report, query
multiple databases in parallel through MOBY-S Web
Services and allow access to the data of all PlaNet
partners through a single Web page (see below).

Implementation of MOBY-S

The connectivity layer is realized with BioMOBY’s
MOBY-S Web Service specification. The PlaNet project
uses international standards where feasible, e.g. the
GO (Ashburner et al., 2000) or Sequence Ontology
(http://song.sourceforge.net), and avoids creating
project-specific vocabularies or standards with an
eye to future expansion and integration of the project
beyond PlaNet.

Data objects are modeled on internationally ac-
cepted schemas where available, e.g. MAGE-ML
(http://cgi.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc?lifesci/01-10-01) for
transcriptomics data, Generic Feature Format (http://
www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/formats/GFF/GFF_Spec.
shtml), or GAME-XML (Lewis et al., 2002) for genome
annotations or NCBI BLASTXML (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/blast/documents/xml) for BLAST results.

This is possible because the MOBY-S object ontology
allows inheritance from a class ‘‘text-xml’’ that enables
the addition of legacy XML data models into the
MOBY-S system. When developing new MOBY ob-
jects, care was taken to extend existing object models
wherever possible. In this way, interoperability is
maximized, since more complex objects can be con-
sumed by services with less complex input require-
ments, so long as there is an ISA relationship between
the incoming (complex) MOBY object, and the re-
quired (simple) MOBY object. The current data objects
defined and used in PlaNet can be retrieved from the
PlaNet homepage (http://www.eu-plant-genome.
net/) under the link to tools.

MOBY-S services were implemented as required by
specific use cases. As a first step, PlaNet chose the task
of enabling all data on an AGI locus code to be re-
trieved from all distributed databases and displayed
in a single Web page. AGI locus codes (Schoof et al.,
2002) are unique identifiers for a genomic locus in
the Arabidopsis genome that are maintained by The
Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR; Rhee et al.,
2003). These are used by many data resources and
publications and are registered as a namespace in
MOBY Central. Using these codes, data on genes and
proteins encoded by that locus can be retrieved, e.g.
gene models, expression, protein sequence, protein
function, or phenotypes of knockouts. Figure 5 sche-
matically shows a subset of the information retrieval
pathways surrounding AGI locus codes that have been
implemented in the PlaNet MOBY-S interoperability
layer. To access all this information from a single Web
page, i.e. without using the search interfaces of several
databases, the AGI locus report was implemented.

Example: AGI Locus Report

To show the variety of data that can be retrieved
through PlaNet with a single input, the AGI locus
report was implemented (see Fig. 6). This application
retrieves all basic information available within all
PlaNet databases for a given AGI locus code. On the

Figure 4. Architecture of the PlaNet federated
database. The user interface and Web display
provide a single point of access to data and
analysis tools provided by the distributed part-
ners. To this end, all databases are linked via
a connectivity layer developed by PlaNet in
collaboration with the BioMOBY project. The
component databases make their data available
as BioMOBY Web Services (the connectivity
layer) and interactions between individual ser-
vices, and between services and the user inter-
face, are orchestrated by the BioMOBY registry
system (BioMOBY layer). Integration tools can
be developed that use the connectivity layer to
compare data in different databases and thus en-
sure data consistency. Besides data sources, Bio-
MOBY also provides for the integration of
analysis tools and applications.
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one hand, it provides links to the relevant report pages
of several database Web interfaces that display com-
prehensive data from that site. This represents a basic
extension of the ‘‘query by navigation’’ method of ex-
ploring data. On the other hand, it utilizes the discov-

ery capabilities of MOBY-S to display all Web Services
that retrieve specific data for that AGI code directly
from the distributed databases.

In order to not frustrate users with links or Web
Services that lead to no data, the given AGI code is first

Figure 6. A sample AGI locus report Web page dynamically generated by querying the MOBY Central registry at MIPS. The AGI
locus report gives links to the Web interfaces of partner databases (left) as well as all MOBY-S services (right) on the same results
page. The list of services is not static, and will grow as PlaNet partners register new relevant services in MOBY Central. The end-
user, however, simply chooses the data that they are interested in retrieving, and the transaction is automatically carried out for
them, regardless of which partner(s) host the requested data. Thus, the AGI locus report page acts as a dynamic portal through
which all information known about a locus can be retrieved.

Figure 5. Examples of data flow made possible
by the PlaNet BioMOBY connectivity layer. Ser-
vices (not all shown here) are represented as
arrows linking input and output data objects in
this graph. For example: A, starting from a key-
word all corresponding AGI locus codes can be
found. B, The AGI locus codes can then be used
to retrieve the NASC codes (http://www.
arabidopsis.info). C, With the NASC code in
hand, a third service can be queried to find the
Arabidopsis phenotypes for them. This example
combines three services that operate on data from
two different service providers (MIPS/Neuher-
berg, represented as solid arrows, and NASC/
Nottingham, represented as dashed arrows), pre-
viously requiring two separate Web query forms.
The workflow just described could also be auto-
mated in an application. Complex queries can be
realized through pipelining services and filters in
a workflow where the output of one service is the
input of another service. The services are acces-
sible through a simple, Web-based query client
prototype at http://www.eu-plant-genome.net.
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checked for availability at the remote sites, and links
are only displayed if data for this AGI code is available
at a partner’s database. Using a traditional Web in-
terface, such a list could only be generated by main-
taining a local list of AGI codes that are valid for each
remote database. This clearly demonstrates an advan-
tage of BioMOBY technology. Using MOBY-S services,
a local list of valid locus codes is unnecessary; Dis-
covered services can be executed on-the-fly and the
AGI locus report client can easily omit services that
return no data from its output page. This removes the
curatorial burden of storing and maintaining local
information about remote resources.

The list of executable MOBY-S services (Fig. 6, right)
is generated dynamically from a query to MOBY Cen-
tral that retrieves all services capable of consuming
AGI locus codes as their input. These services are then
displayed in a list and can directly be executed. The
advantage of using the MOBY Central registry rather
than traditional static interfaces is that this list is
always up-to-date; as soon as a service is registered
or deregistered by a third-party partner, this informa-
tion will be reflected in the locus report Web page. In
contrast, links to remote Web pages in traditional
interfaces must be maintained manually.

Further development of the AGI locus report in-
cludes parallelized execution of selected services,
which would directly display the output of MOBY-S
services to the user instead of the currently displayed
list of services. At the moment, this function has been
deactivated, as serial execution of all services takes too
long. An additional enhancement that has already been
tested is to include pipelines of services; for example, as
shown in Figure 5, there is currently no single service to
retrieve phenotypes for an AGI locus code. However,
by first retrieving the NASC code corresponding to an
AGI locus code, the phenotype can then be retrieved by
NASC code. The AGI locus report will include such
pipelines that directly lead to important results that are
not reachable in a single step.

To date, 97 services have been implemented, of which
84 are retrieval services that, for example, retrieve
sequences, AGI locus codes, microarray experiments,
gene annotation, interacting proteins, etc. Twelve ser-
vices represent analysis services that perform BLAST
or TargetP predictions (Emanuelsson et al., 2000) or
parse/extract data. These services were deployed
with minimal formal training in the MOBY-S system.
Help was obtained as required from the BioMOBY
mailing lists and by following on-line tutorials and
code examples.

With this number of services, numerous possible
connections between services from different database
providers are possible, allowing users to browse data
across the borders of individual data resources. While
the Web interface is not yet as neat and intuitive as
local hard-coded database interfaces, it would take
considerably more effort to accomplish the same
complexity and diversity of data by browsing the
individual Web sites using copy-and-paste between

the different local search pages. As such, MOBY-S has
dramatically simplified the problem of integrating
these disparate resources. However, at the present
time, this is mainly appreciated by the data managers
within the Project whose tasks have been greatly
simplified; for an uninitiated Web user, the current
user interfaces such as Gbrowse_moby and the AGI
locus report are far too limited to showcase the full
power of the interoperability provided by MOBY-S.
More advanced Web interfaces are currently under
development by both PlaNet and MOBY-S project
members.

The completely new dimension of distributed anal-
ysis made possible by MOBY-S is better demonstrated
by showcasing an application that can pipeline ser-
vices from multiple remote sites into workflows exe-
cuted at the click of a button. Taverna (Oinn et al.,
2004) is a bioinformatics workflow-design and execu-
tion application that supports MOBY-S services. Ta-
verna enables end-users to connect Web Services into
a workflow/pipeline, which can be saved and rerun
at any point in the future, using any input dataset.
Taverna operates largely unattended. It is capable of
detecting when a service has returned multiple versus
single outputs and will iterate over each of these
outputs, sending each one in turn to the next service
and beyond. It is capable of pausing one branch of
a workflow to allow another branch to complete in
cases where input from two branches is required by
the subsequent step. Processors are available to com-
bine the output from both branches, e.g. using the
union (removing redundancy), difference, or inter-
section. In addition, it detects and recovers from er-
rors. As such, complex workflows can be loaded/
designed/edited, and initialized by the researcher, and
then left to run on their own whether for minutes,
hours, or days. Output data and intermediate results
are available for browsing and/or saving to disc when
the workflow has completed, e.g. as Excel files for
further analysis and visualization, and a full record of
the provision of this data (e.g. database versions,
software versions, dates, times, etc.) is provided for
publication purposes.

To demonstrate a use case that would be tedious
using preexisting Web interfaces, a workflow will be
conceived through which all Arabidopsis proteins
annotated with a given keyword shall be retrieved,
together with all Arabidopsis sequences that show
significant homology to these annotated sequences. In
this workflow, once provided with a keyword, all
proteins that are annotated with this keyword in any
of the databases connected in PlaNet are retrieved;
their sequences compared against all Arabidopsis
proteins using BLAST with a cutoff; the AGI locus
codes of matches better than the cutoff are extracted
from the BLASTresult; these are combined with the list
retrieved by the keyword; the combined list is re-
turned to the end-user. In practice, this workflow,
using the keyword drought resistance, takes 50 s and
retrieves 50 proteins at a cutoff selecting BLAST
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matches with an e-value better than E-13. Formerly,
this would require the researcher to: (1) execute
a keyword search using the Web interface of a genome
database, returning six AGI locus codes; (2) use links
to navigate to the report page for each of the six loci
and retrieve the protein sequence; (3) paste each of the
protein sequences into BLAST input forms, possibly
requiring reformatting of the sequence; (4) copy and
paste the matches above threshold into some text
editor; and (5) remove redundant codes, e.g. by using
the sort function of the text editor. The advantages of
the MOBY-S dynamic-discovery and automated-
execution system are, therefore, clear both in reducing
the time and effort researchers need to invest in data
accumulation, as well as reducing the level of expertise
and experience they require to discover the data at all.

Using a tool like Taverna, the resulting list of AGI
locus codes could be analyzed further, e.g. by adding
a service to the workflow that retrieves knockout mu-
tants or their phenotypes for each of them. These ex-
tensions are almost effortless and again highlight the
simplicity that is achieved by moving away from
traditional Web interfaces toward a more interoperable
system such as MOBY-S. Complex workflow examples
are available from the PlaNet Web site (http://
www.eu-plant-genome.net), e.g. implementing ques-
tions like ‘‘What Arabidopsis genes from the NBS-LRR
family, as defined by a Phytoprot (Louis et al., 2001;
Mohseni-Zadeh et al., 2004) cluster, also are annotated
with the keyword ‘disease’ and are associated with the
plant ontology term ‘leaf‘ ’’?

DISCUSSION

An important design decision in the PlaNet archi-
tecture was the placement of the human-readable Web
interface and the MOBY-S layers within the computa-
tional infrastructure. It is clear that the Web has become
the primary means by which researchers gather their
data, and as such, it is critical to maintain both human
readable Web interfaces as well as the machine-
readable Web Services. In principle, MOBY services
could function by querying existing Web pages, con-
verting the output into MOBYobjects and passing these
to the user; however, this architecture is inherently
unstable. Web pages are specifically intended to evolve
over time, and such evolution would necessitate the
rewriting of all MOBY services each time the Web page
was modified. The interoperability architecture we
chose, however, is not prone to these problems since
the interoperability layer underpins the visible data
representation layer. All data retrieval and manipula-
tion occurs in the MOBY service, and this is then passed
back to the requesting machine, either to be passed onto
another service (e.g. in a workflow) or to be examined
and marked up for human readability on a Web page.
Changing the markup, or increasing the number of
services represented on the human-readable page, does
not affect the service, and thus the primary data re-

trieval layer is highly stable. This architecture provides
an enormous degree of flexibility compared to tradi-
tional CGI Web interfaces, or the increasingly common
PHP (Pre-Hypertext Processor; http://www.php.net)
interfaces that push these two distinct layers even
closer together.

The consequence of this decision is that considerable
effort was invested into local database infrastructure
to facilitate the implementation of MOBY-S wrappers
that connect data sources to the connectivity layer;
however, this effort is both unavoidable and worth-
while. Multilayer architectures and separation of data
model and presentation simplify and improve long-
term maintainability of any data interface. The flexi-
bility of MOBY-S was extremely important in this
context, as interfaces providing at least some degree of
interoperability could be implemented extremely rap-
idly by focusing on common ground first and leaving
problematic cases for later. For example, interoperable
access to phenotype data was implemented simply by
creating a novel MOBY object ‘‘PhenotypeDescrip-
tion’’ that contains nothing more than free text. Over
time, these can be replaced by semantically richer,
structured, and ontology-based objects as these ele-
ments become implemented and annotated in the
source databases.

Similar to the PhenotypeDescription object above,
support for legacy systems within the PlaNet con-
sortium was achieved by creating MOBY objects that
simply contain the XML documents, verbatim, as used
by existing database interfaces. In this way, for exam-
ple, all gene model annotation in MIPS plant genome
databases (Schoof et al., 2002) can now be retrieved
through MOBY-S services: The XML generated by
preexisting middleware interfaces is simply enclosed
(wrapped) in a text-xml data object and can be
dynamically discovered, and passed, like any other
piece of data in the MOBY-S system.

Though there is a publicly visible and open instance
of the MOBY Central registry that serves the global
bioinformatics community (http://mobycentral.cbr.
nrc.ca), the MOBY Central discovery system was im-
plemented de novo for the PlaNet consortium. This
decision was made due to a number of limitations we
observed in the brokering API. In particular, though
simple data retrieval services are easily described,
registered, and discovered, the service ontology of
MOBY Central is not sufficiently rich to fully describe
analytical services such as the BLAST or Primer3
algorithms, nor is it sufficiently rich to describe the
underlying resources being used by a service provider.
For example, a search for BLAST services on the global
registry discovers a large number of BLAST servers,
where the PlaNet BLAST service that uses only Arabi-
dopsis genome data is one of many. By implementing
MOBY Central specifically for the PlaNet consortium,
the relevance of discovered services could be greatly
enriched for consortium members. Through the ongo-
ing collaboration with myGrid, who have designed an
extremely rich ontology for describing Web Services,
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this limitation of MOBY Central is being addressed,
and the search and discovery mechanisms in future
iterations of MOBY should be much richer and more
focused (Lord et al., 2005).

As a next step, it is essential that the accomplished
interoperability between the data resources is trans-
lated into more powerful query pages and more in-
formative result pages for the Web user. One task in
work is an AGI locus report that will directly display
a summary of the most important data retrievable
through PlaNet MOBY-S services and that could re-
place the gene report pages of the PlaNet Arabidopsis
databases. This will be extended by an interface for
configuration by the user, allowing selection of what
data should be displayed in the report.

CONCLUSION

MOBY-S provides a straightforward, practical solu-
tion to the technological problem of interconnecting
data provision and analysis resources. It is rapidly
implemented (more than 80 interoperable services
built for PlaNet within a period of several months)
and provides an extremely flexible and resilient archi-
tecture upon which large data-sharing consortia can be
built. Within the PlaNet consortium, it has proven to be
sufficiently rich for most bioinformatics data provision
problems; however, there are limitations to the richness
of the discovery layer when they are applied to
analytical services, and this required the consortium
to implement their own copy of the MOBY Central
registry rather than simply create and register services
in the public registry. These limitations are actively
being addressed by the BioMOBY developers and will
be less severe in future iterations of the project. Nev-
ertheless, MOBY-S has demonstrated sufficient power
to enable previously nonexistent functionality for users
and thereby facilitate research. As such, it has proven to
be a valuable approach to facilitating resource sharing
in large-scale collaborations and consortia.

Though the MOBY-S system itself has considerable
power and flexibility, end-user experience is still ham-
pered by limited, prototype client applications and the
lack of sophisticated interactive interfaces in existing
clients. More powerful client programs such as Taverna
are now beginning to appear, and as such MOBY-S is
becoming a viable option for widespread use, being
proposed for several large projects such as the inter-
national genome sequencing projects for medicago
and tomato and the Generation Challenge Program of
the Consultative Group for International Agricultural
Research (CGIAR). Thus, MOBY-S seems poised to
become an important ingredient for next-generation
databases and bioinformatics tools, offering new pos-
sibilities to both bioinformatics programmers/analysts
as well as researchers browsing Web interfaces.

The future of MOBY-S within PlaNet will focus on
significantly increasing the available services, increas-
ing the scope of data types made available over the

PlaNet MOBY-S network and identifying missing link
services that are essential to enable traversal from one
data type to another. Simultaneously, richer and more
intuitive interfaces will be explored that can bring the
full richness of the MOBY-S interoperability system to
the bench scientist.
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